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PREFACE. 

A TRUE history of the common people of any 
century has never yet been written. In the fol
lowing pages will be found a chapter of contem
porary English history, unique only in that it finds 
its way into print. It is the self-written record of 
the dumb class of working mothers of whose lives 
history has taken no cognizance. 

They wrote to me as to a friend, and in so 
doing portray their own lives better than any 
skilled craftsman could. 

Readers who wish to minimize the heartache 
they induce may try to argue-" Oh, these are 
just the exceptionally bad cases selected over 
years---. •• They are not, they are all from one 
file in one year (1926) and the letters have not 
been specially selected, they are simply from 
women whose surnames begin with any of the 
letters A to H. To publish the corresponding 
letters from the rest of the alphabet would have 
made the volume too bulky. By this simple 
alphabetical selection a " fair sample " is obtained 
from all over the country. The home towns are 
deleted because anonymity is to be desired. It 
may be mentioned that letters in this volume came 
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.fi·om England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales, from 
large towns and country villages about in equal 
proportion. One comes from Canada, and is 
particularly touching (see p. 1 68). 

The letters have not been edited a.t all beyond 
the omission of the introductory apologi,es for 
writing or pleadings for help or such an opening 
as "I always read everything of yours I can get 
hold of, and have plucked up courage to write." 
Some such preliminaries occur in most letters. In 
a very few one or two sentences too intense for 
publication have also been· cut out. The spelling 
and punctuation, as far as possible, have been left in 
the form each writer used. 

Let the letters make their own impression, they 
are but a fraction of a percentage of those which 
reach me. In the comment (p. 1 7 8) I have a 
few words to say to those who have read them. 
A rather special I11de)l.' has been prepared which 
marshals some of the main data these letters 
present. Some readers will probably find this 
Index an interesting guide to this Inferno. 

Now, listen to the l\fothers of Britons, all un
prei:neditated, and unaware that they are to be 
overheard. 
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INDEX. 

A 

Abortifacients, high price of, 103, 167, 186 
Abortion asked, 72 

., at 4 months, 2 

, . at 6 months, 8 
., attempted by Beecham's pills, 75 
, ,. Carbolic lotion, 75 
,. , drugs, so, go, 166 
., , "expensive means," I 18 
, ,. Gin. 12 -
,, ,. "salts " 12 
, , Pills, ~2, 103, 123, t4t, 161 
, ,. Salt Peter, 75 
,. desperate desire for, 25, 34 
, in hospital six weeks for, 173 

Abortionists, extortionate demands of, affect general health 
of families, 186 

Abortions, epidemic of, 184, 185 
, five in childless woman, 79 
, . , succession, 45 
,. inevitable with future pregnancies and increasingly 

serious, 173 
, 3 in 9 months, 158 

Abstinence, alternative for young couples is death, 19 
, causes difficulties, to, 14, 31, 35• 36, 40, 43, 47, 

.. .. 
52, s8, 61, 66, s3, xo4, u 4, 120, 124, 
159, 165, 166, 177 

, masturbation in husband, 91 
destroys happiness, 40 
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Abstinence enforced by illness and fear, 22, I62 
, "for weeks at a time" no use, 63 

Accommodation, inadequate for sleeping, 4, 33, uS 
Ailments, various during pregnancy, I62-63 
Alone at time of birth, I70 
Amemia, 35. 73• 97 

, due to hremorrhage, 45 
Appearance IO years more than actual age, 9 
Appendicitis, operation for, IS, 79 

Babies cut during birth, 18 
Baby 4 lb. at birth, 107 

B 

, wanted after three miscarriages, ISI 
Beecham's pills taken as abortifacient, 75 
Birth, continuous inflammation after, 146 

, discharge after, 51 
, first, 44 
, 11 injures health, 125, 147, I64 
,. ,. causes 8 months' invalidism, 124 
, 11 attended by three doctors, 124 
,. husband's brutality night before, 174-
" led to three years' illness, g6 
" of child a··months after second operation and three 

miscarriages, 169 
, when all alone, 170 

Births, dangerous to life, 36, IOI 

,. difficult, x8, 20, 30, 341 36, 57• 59, 6g 
., four in six years destroys health, 107 
,. sufferings after, 67 
, green sicknes& after, 67 
, two in I I months, I04 
,. , premature in one year, IIS 

Birth-rate, letter on, refused by Timu, I83 
Bladder, inflammation of, 97 
Breast-feeding, carrying and menstruating, all simultane

ously, 166 
fails as contraceptive, 166 
had to be stopped owing to weakness, " 

" 149 
Bursting open of side, 19 

13 
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c 
Cresarean operation, 108 
Canada, letter from, 168 
Carbolic lotion taken as abortifacient, 75 
Catholic husband ignores wife's dread of further pregnancy, 

99 
Check pessary advised by doctor, 86 
Chemists had no check pessary, though advised by doctor, 85 
Child sacrificed to save mother at birth, IOI 
Childless, but five abortions, 79 

, due to major injuries, 53-54 
Children, one, I6, 20, 27, JI, 4I, 46, 51, 57, 65, 67, 77, I25, 

IJ6, IJg, I43 
, 

, 

" 

" 

two, 14, I8, 22, 2f, 26, 35, 42, 44• 48, 56, 62, 64, 73, 
78, g6, I041 III, II7, IIg, I2f, I47• I49, I57o 
I68, I72 

three, IO, I2, 21, 23, 29, 38, 4-l-• so, 54, 59, 63, 73, 
79• 83, 84, 86, 87, 88, go, 93, 97, gg, 100, IOJ, 
106, IIO, IIb, 121, I27, 128, IJI, 166, 167, 173 

four, I7, 33, 30, 39, 40, 55, 58, 6I, 67, 6g. 70, 72, 
76, 107, III, 118, I22, IJI, r54, I55o 159, 162, 
I64, I7I, IJ4. 

five, I7, 20, 48, 8o, 85, 92, gg, Iog, ns. IJ2, 134· 
IJ5o 148, I61, I66 

, six, 7, 8, 6g, 95, 130 
, seven, 6, II, 28, 34, 57, 75, I49 
, eight, 8g, g8, IIO, 141, 167 
11 nine, IS, 47, 49, 81, I43 
11 ten, 6, 87, I47, I 54-5 
, eleven, 129 
11 twelve, 133 
, fourteen, 142, I75 
, sixteen, 143 
,. eighteen, 129 
, seven in household, 131 
, three and a miscarriage, I2I 
, three in 2! years of marriage, 127 

Church forbids use of contraceptives, so withdrawal used and 
found harmful, g8 

Convulsions cause child's death, 72, u6 
Crazy with fear of pregnancy, 79 
Crippled, after operation, I9 
Cyst operated for, IIJ 
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D 

Death, as alternative to abstinence for young couple, rg 
, fear of, less than of pregnancy, 12, 45, 75, qo, 161 
, in pregnancy feared due to sores, but left in ignor-

ance, 155 
,. preferred to childbirth, 7 5 
, ri5-k of, in pregnancy, 2, 19, 4hf.2, 54, 6g, 94 

Delicate husband and children, 24, 89 
Desperation at thought of pregnancy, p. 25 
Difficulties caused by abstinence, 10, q., 16, 27, 31, 35• 36, 

fO, 43• 471 521 58, 61, 66, 83, 91, 10f1 IIf, 120, 12<f., • 
1591 162, 165, 166, 177 

Discharge after birth, 51, 96 
District nurse said no more babies, but no instructions given, 

II3 
Dockyard labourer, 23 . 
Doctor advised " care" not to become pregnant but told no 

method, 20 .. 
.. 
" .. .. 
.. 
" .. 

" .. 
.. 
.. 

check pessary, but unobtainable at any chemist 
in her town, 86 

further pregnancy would risk death, 10, 154 
impossible to carry child to full time, but does 

not give instructions, II 5 
., ., to full term, 3 

it would be very unwise to have more children 
and advised syringe, which failed, resulting 
in three pregnancies, 155 

no children and ordered Rendells, which failed 
after 6 months, then performed abortion. 
153 

no further pregnancy, 18, 54, 112 
, , as it would be fatal, but 

told no method, 19, 
55, 108, III, 131 

no more children as life despaired of, but did 
not tell how, 69 .. " 

for at least ten years, but 
did not say how, 172 

no pregnancy till after a repair operation, 
but did not tell any method, 
So .. for 5 years, but told no means, 
24 
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Doctor advised no pregnancy for 5 years, or it might be 
fatal, 44 

" 

" 
.. 
" .. 

" .. 
" 

" 
, 12 months, but did not say 

how to avoid, 121 

pregnancy would be fatal within 2 years, but 
told no method, 79 

removal of womb, 138 
several years before pregnancy or serious 

risk of permanent invalidism, 46 
condemned Rendells, but would tell no other pre

ventive to woman to whom pregnancy was certain 

" 

death, 153 
, doubts if could carry a full-time child, I4-0 .. drunk at confinement, 114 .. " forbade" any more children, but did not tell means, 

57 

" 
forbade further pregnancy, 2 

, informed serious operation would be necessary if 
pregnant again, s6 .. .. (lady) advised "safe period" as preventive, 5 
, knew no other contraceptive means, s 

, laughed when asked how ill woman could avoid 
pregnancy, I34 

, ordered no more children for at least two years, but 

,, 
" 
.. 

.. .. 
did not tell how, I73 

no pregnancy for 3 years, 3 I 
on no account to have another child, but did 

not tell how, I37 
said he could tell nothing about control to woman 

after five miscarriages, two operations and three 
births, I 70 · .. said another pregnancy would mean hospital and re
moval of womb, but did not tell how to control, I u. 

•• smiled only when asked for birth control information 
for woman after operation, 94 

~• · told woman she must have no more children. R. 

•• 
Catholic husband ignores this, 100 

treated patient 6 months before discovering pregnancy, 
76 

, urged no more pregnancies for a few years, but does 
not say how, I25 

, warns he will not be answerable if further pregnancies, 
but tells no method, IOO 

Doctors advise no more children after disastrous births, but 
shrug and smile when asked bow, 101 
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Doctors advised no further pregnancy, but did not tell 
methods, 17, 35, 49, 6g, 124, 131, 142, 157, 168, 
171, 172 

, give no advice how to space pregnancies, 63 
, two, both advised to have no more children, but 

information lacking to diseased woman, 159 
Douching advised as preventive by nurse, 145 
Dread of confinement, 143 

, husband's touch, 133 
, pregnancy, 20, 27, 39, 57-8, So, g8, gg, 134, 153 

Also Fear 
, , destroys a happy marriage, 164-5 
, , leads to use of pills and drugs, so 
, , owing to a mass of sores, 155 

Drugs, for abortion, so, go, 166 
Drunkenness of doctor at confinement, 114 

E 

Eight children, 8g, g8, no, 141, 167 
, and two abortions, 89 

Eighteen children, 129 
Eleven children, 129 

, , living out of eighteen, 129 
Embryos, holocaust of, 179 
Enema, advised as contraceptive by midwife, which failed, 

163 
Epidemic, of abortions, 18.1--85 
Extreme illness during pregnancy, 160 

F 

Facts, five vital, 185 
Fear of death in pregnancy due to sores, but left in ignorance, 

155 
, of further pregnancy, I, 6, 16, 83, 104, 128, 161, 163, 173 

Also Dread 
of husband's presence as it may cause pregnancy, 23 

:: of pregnancy caused by sufferings at times or carrying 
children, 26 

,, ., greater than fear of death, 12 

, of sex relations with husband, 9 
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Feeding at breast, carrying and menstruating, all simul
taneously, 166 

First birth caused 8 months' invalidism, 124 
., injured health, 125 

Fits, eldest child with, 141 
Five births in 4 years, So 

., children, 17, 20, 48, 8o, 85, 92, 99, 109, 132, 134, 135, 
. 148, 161, 166 

., , in 6 years, 148 
, vital facts, 185 

Four children, 17, 33· 36, 39. 40, 55· 58, 6I, 67, 69, 70, 72, 76, 
107, II I, 118, 122, 131, 146, 154, 155, 159, 162, 164, 
171, 174 

, children and many miscarriages, 157 
Fourteen children, 142 

Gall-stones, operation for, 93 
Ganders, baby born with, I 

Gin, used as abortifacient, 12 

G 

God alone knows mother's fruitless agony, 102 
Goitre, 95, 159 
Green sickness after births, 67 

H 

Hremorrhage, internal, 4 
, serious, 45, 124 

Happiness destroyed by abstinence, 40 
Happy marriage destroyed by dread of pregnancy, 164-5 
Health broken down by pregnancies, 76 

, injured by birth, 44, 147, et passim 
, ., withdrawal, 98 
, Ministry of, criticized, 180, et seq. 
, never recovered since first birth, 164 

Heart, weak, 95 
Hell, nine months of, every pregnancy, 133 
High price of abortifacients, 167 
Holocaust of embryos, 179 
Hospital for 10 weeks as result of childbirth, 99 

., 6 weeks for abortion, 173 

., treatments at, 8 
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Husband blames wife for pregnancy, 164 
, brutal night before birth, 174 
, crippled, 38 
, disabled in war, 36 
, does housework for wife disabled by confinements, 

•• .. .. .. .. 
II 

132 
gassed and wounded, I, 40 
gave up smoking to get wife food, 133 
lustful, II, 82 
selfish and regardless of wife, 121 
with malaria, 97 
would kill himself rather than see his wife pregnant 

again, but is madly in love with her, 161 
, writes for wife, 74, 75, 171, 173 

Husband's contraceptive has to be watched carefully by the 
wife, 81 

I 

Illness, caused by abortifacients, x66, 167 
, causes enforced abstinence, 162 
, during pregnancy, 9, 26, 160 

. , for three years after birth, 96 
, in family, 93 et passim 

Indigestion, withdrawal cause of, 3 
Inflammation, so 

, continuous since third birth, q6 
, of bladder, 97 
·, of lungs, 8g 
, of womb, 68, 151 

Injured due to first birth, 8o 
Instrumental births, 30 
Interference with liberty of medical practitioners, 189 
Invalid children, 134, 143 

K 
Kidney trouble, 124 

L 

Labourer, dockyard, 23 
Lacerations requiring stitching at times of birth, go, 91 
Life or bell, 123 
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Loneliness caused by terror of pregnancy, 165 
Lord Chief Justice, 196 
Lung trouble and general illness, 87 
Lustfulness in husband, u, 82 

M 

Married life a nightmare, II2, 133 
Masturbation of husband due to abstinence from fear of 

pregnancy, 91 
Maternal mortality, points about, 185 
Matron advised no more pregnancies or death would ensue 

but told no method, 48 
, urged no further pregnancy but told no means, 37 

Medical practitioners, interference with liberty of, 189 
Menstruation, simultaneous with pregnancy and breast 

feeding, 166 
Midwife advised at confinement no more children but did not 

.. 
" 

say how, 131 
advised enema after union as contraceptive, but 
finds it fails, 163 
feared for life if further pregnancies, advised my 
book,94 

Midwives, leader in Times about, 181 
Ministry of Health criticized, x8o, et seq. 
Miscarriage, 31, 121, 131 

, at 2 months, 151 
,. at 3 months (2) 151 
, at 3 months, u6 
, at 4 months, I, 2, 38, 87, u6, 138 
,. at 5 months, 138 
, at 6 months, 8, 148 
,. at 7 months, 38 
,. through fall, I 17 

Miscarriages always at 2 to 2t months, I 14 
, many as well as four children, 157 
,. two, 153 
, three in succession, 151 
, three at 6 weeks in one year, 169 

Misplacement of pregnant womb, 95 
, of womb, 3 

Mortality, maternal, comments on, 179 d seq. 
Mother of ten works on croft, 87 
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N 

"New Despotism" by Lord Chief Justice, 190 
Nightmare of anxiety, II7 

11 of married life, 1 12 
Nine children, 15, 47, 49, 81, 143 

., in household, 130 
Nonsense replied by nurse to request for method of control 

after operation, 94 
No time to herself, 71 . 
Nurse advised breast feeding as preventive, which failed, 8, 64 

, ,. douching day following union as preventive of 

" " 

" .. 
pregnancy, 145 

no more pregnancies, as risk of death, but 
did not say how, 69 

to have no more children, but did not say 
how, 6g 

, gives nonsense as reply to request for birth control for 
woman after operation, 94 

., of district, said no more babies, but no instructions 
given, 113 

., recommends safe period, 37, 65 
,, warns against further pregnancy, 5 

Nursing advised as contraceptiv~ by nurse, which failed, 8, 64 
, 11 ,. but failed, 8 

.. 
disastrous for mother1 but fears to wean or pregnancy 

will ensue, 134 
used as preventive of pregnancy, 16, 6z, 138 

0 

One bed for whole family, 117 
,. child, 16, 201 27, Jl, 41, 46, 51, 57• 65, 67, 77o 114, I25o 

136, 139. 14-J 
, ., after 11 years marriage, 27 
,. , , 16 years married, 31 
,. ,. and two miscarriages. 153 
, , 'desires more, 31 
,. , for four pregnancies, 142 
., room only, 22 

Operation after three miscarriages, 169 
,. appendix. 18, 79 
,. C~sarean, 108 
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Operation, crippled after, 19 
,. for cyst, 56, II3 

for gall stones, 93 
, for ovarian cyst, s6 
,. for removal of womb advised, 138 
, serious, 31, 175 
, , after birth, 172 
, , after birth of third child, 173 
, several serious during pregnancy, 160, 176 
, stitches after birth broke twice, 172 

Operations advised for removal of womb, 138 .· 
, for ulcers in stomach, 160 
, four serious abdominal, 153 
, involving permanent serious disabilities, 31, 53 
., series of serious, after which doctor refused to 

, 
let a mother of 14 children know whether she 
was liable to further pregnancy or not, 176 

series of, for various growths, &c., 123 

p 

Pills advised by neighbours, 73 
, high cost of abortifacient, 103 
, used as abortifacients, 12, 62, 103, 123, 141, 161 

Poor health after four children in 6 years, 107 
Pregnancies, four, only one child, 142 

., spacing of, desired, 144 
Pregnancy advised against by doctor as risk of death, 10, ·1g, 

54, 131, 153, 154 

" 

... 
, 
" 
" , 
" 

" 
" 

, while ill with discharge, g6 
constant worry of fear of, I, 6, 12, 16, 23, 26, 30, 

33, 46, 48, 55, 57, 59• 70, 79, 83, 91, 104, 161, 
163, 165, 173 

dread of, s. 20, 25, 27, 39· so, 57· s8, 8o, g8, gg, 
134· 153 

, destroys happiness in marriage, 164-5 
extreme illness during, 160 
fear of, 6, 16, 27, 30, et passim 

, caused by suffering, 26 
, death in, due to sores, but left in ignorance, 

ISS 
, greater than death, 12, 4-5, 75, go, 161 

follows weaning, 72 
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Pregnancy, further, so dreaded for his wife that husband would 

" 
" 
" .. 
" 
" .. 
" 

" 
" , 
" 

" 
. " 

" 

" .. 
.. 

" 

rather kill himself, I6I 
husband blames wife for, 164 
ill during, g, 26, I62-3, et passim 
inevitably leading to abortions increasingly 

serious, 173 
misery during, I 

nine months of hell, I33 
prohibited by doctor, 2, go, II2 

, for 3 years, 3 I 
re liability to, after serious operations, doctor 

refused information to mother of fourteen, 176 
results from every union, 8o 
terror of, 39 
thought ot further, unbearable, 56 
two doctors advise against, but information 

lacking to diseased woman, 159 
warned against by midwife, 94, 131 

, by doctor, I 8 
, by matron, but no means told, 371 

48 
warning against by nurse, 5 

,. by nurse against, but no means told, 69, 
113 

" 
of doctor against, but no means told, 17, 

20, 24, 35· 49, 55, 56, 57• 6g, 79, So, 
IOO, IOI, 108, III, 114, 115, 121, 124, 

125, 131, 137, I42, IS·h 157, x68, 171, 

172, 173 
while simultaneously breast feeding and men

struating, I66 
,, would be fatal, 79 

Pregnant without knowing it when ill, 30 
Press helped to stir public conscience, I8o 
Prolapse of womb, I I I 

, ring for, 77, 82 

R 

"Race Suicide," 178 
Rendells, advised by doctor, but failed, and abortion per· 

formed, 153 
Rest, desired between confinements, 44• 55 
Ring worn for prolapse, 82 
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s 
"Safe period" advised by friends, 63 

, lady /doctor knew no other contraceptive 
means, 5 

, recommended by nurse, 37, 65 
Salt Peter taken as abortifacient, 75 
Salts to stop pregnancy, 12 
Septic poisoning, 19 
Seven children, 6, II, 28, 34, 57, 75, 149 

, , in household, 131 
, months' births, three running in 2 years, 86 

·Sex desire, total absence of, II 
, relations, fear of, with husband, 9 
,. union, prohibition of, causing difficulties, xo, 14, 16, 27, 31 

Sister at confinement said no more children, but did not tell 
how, 131 

, warned against pregnancy, but did not tell how, 131 
Six children, 7, 8, 6g, 95, 130 
Sixteen children, 143 
Sleeping accommodation insufficient, 4, 33, II8 
Smile as doctor's reply when asked how to act on his advice 

to have no more children, 101 
Soldier, disabled, 14 
Sores, one mass of, 155 
Spacing of pregnancies, doctors give no advice as to, 63 

, , desired, 44, 55, 144 
Spray, for cleanliness, costs of, 4 

, failure of, as preventive, 4 
Stillborn baby, 121, 124, 126 
Stitches broke twice after birth, 172 
Stone on kidney, 65 
Syringe advised by doctor, failed and three undesired 

pregnancies resulted, 155 

T 

Ten children, 6, 87, 147, 154-55 
Terror, of confinements which are very bad, 6 

, pregnancy, 38-39, 128 
Three children, 10, 12, 21, 23, 29, 38, 44, so, 54• 59, 63, 73, 

79, 83, 84, 86, 87, 88, go, 93, 97, 99, 1001 

103, 106, IIO, II6, 1211 127, 128, 131, 166, 
167, 173 
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Three children and two miscarriages, u6 
, , . in 2 years, 10 
, ,. in 2! years' marriage, 127 
, doctors for first birth, 124 

Thyroid deficiency, g8 
·Times, The, I81-82, 183 

, leader on Midwives in, 181-82 
, letter containing facts bearing on the birth-rate 

refused by, 183 
Tuberculosis, I, 24, 28, 36, 55, 82, 95, 97, I55 
Tumours of womb, 38 
Twelve children, 133 
Twilight sleep baby delicate, 77-78 
Two births in II months, I04 

" children, I4, x8, 22, 24, 26, 35· 42, 44· 48, 56, 62, 64, 73· 
781 g6, 104, III, II71 ng, I241 147, 149, I571 168, I72 

, children and five abortions, 45 
, , and two abortions, 157 
, premature births in one year, II5 

y 

Varicose veins, I62 
, , enormous, 123 

Venereal disease concealed from employer, 127 
, , contracted in marriage, 126 

Vital facts, five, 185 
Vote, made useful for women if used for birth control, 93 

w 
War, loss of work after, 92 
Weakness, increasing after weaning, 8 

, necessitated cessation of breast feeding, 149 
Withdrawal, as a preventive means, 3, 14, 84, 98 

, as contraceptive method, failure of, 14 
, injures health, 3, g8 
, practised by husband, g8 

Womb, abscess or mouth of, g6 
., inflammation of, I 51 
, misplacement of (prolapsed), 3, 95, III 
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Womb, neck of, removed, 3 
, removal of, advised by doctor, 138 
, torn, 51, 61 · 
, tumours of, 38 

Worry of fear of pregnancy, 33, 46, 48, 55, 57, 59, 70, gr,·~I28. 
See also .Dread. • · 

y 

Young couple, alternatives of death or abstinence, 19 
Younger children of ten all delicate, 88 
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